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Abstract 
Valiev, M.K., ni-universality of some propositional logics of concurrent programs, Theoretical 
Computer Science 119 (1993) 223-232. 
It is proved that validity problems for two variants of propositional dynamic logic (PDL) connected 
with concurrent programming are highly undecidable (rI:-universal). These variants are an exten- 
sion of PDL by asynchronous programming constructs shuffle and iterated shuffle and a variant of 
PDL with a partial commutativity relation on primitive programs. In both cases propositional 
variables are not used. 
1. Introduction 
Since the work of Fischer and Ladner [.5], where the propositional dynamic logic 
(PDL) of regular programs was introduced and its decidability was proved, a number 
of variants and extensions of PDL was investigated. Some of them are decidable and 
others are undecidable. For example, Ladner noted that undecidability (and even 
recursive unaxiomatizability) of the propositional logic of context-free programs 
easily follows from the undecidability (and recursive unaxiomatizability) of the equiv- 
alence problem for context-free grammars. Moreover, Hare1 et al. [S] proved that 
a rather weak extension of PDL by adding a single context-free program { A”BA”: 
n=l,2,...} or some of its variants leads to the highly undecidable logic. Namely, the 
validity problem for this logic is IIt-universal, i.e. it cannot be axiomatized even by 
any arithmetically definable set of axioms. Here we prove that an analogous result 
holds for two variants of PDL connected with concurrent programming. One of them, 
propositional dynamic logic of asynchronous programs (APDL), is an extension of 
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PDL including additional program constructing operations )/ (shuffle) and * (iterated 
shuffle). These operations (usually with additional synchronization tools) are used by 
many authors [7,9,14,16] to model different aspects of multiprogramming. A proof 
of undecidability (and recursive unaxiomatizability) of this logic was sketched in our 
paper [ 171 and is based on simulation of finite computations of one-counter machines 
[13]. The proof of If:-universality is based on simulation of infinite computations of 
one-counter machines and is similar in this respect to the proof in [S], where infinite 
computations of Turing machines are simulated. Our simulation is of a different kind 
than that of [S] and has an additional effect that IJ:-universality is proved for the 
fragment of APDL without propositional variables. Moreover, in the proof only a few 
nonregular programs are used which are some variants of the well-known Dyck 
language. Note also that, in fact, the shuffle operation is not used in the proof. On the 
other hand, the iterated shuffle operation cannot be removed, since it is well known 
that the shuffle operation preserves regularity of sets (see [6]). Let us also note that 
Abrahamson [2] proposed an extension of the iterated shuffle-free fragment of APDL 
with an essentially more rich (than used in our paper) semantics for it and proved its 
decidability. APDL with Abrahamson’s semantics is also II:-universal. 
Another logic that we consider here, propositional dynamic logic of partially 
commutative programs (CPDL), is a variant of PDL where commutativity of some 
primitive programs is assumed. Representing concurrency by commutativity of 
some independent actions has a long history and was advocated, in particular, by 
Mazurkiewicz [ 10, 111 in terms of the so-called traces (equivalence classes with respect 
to a partial commutativity relation). A good survey of the trace theory can be found in 
[l]. A discussion of connections of partial commutativity with concurrent program- 
ming can also be found in [3]. 
Undecidability of the equivalence problem for regular programs with partially 
commutative primitive programs was noted in my review [lS] of [3] and was also 
proved in [4]. Just as for APDL, the proof of Tf:-universality for CPDL is based on 
simulation of infinite computations of one-counter machines and is very similar to the 
previous case. It can also be noted that the second result gives some strengthening and 
another somewhat less involved proof of IJ:-universality of the deducibility problem 
for PDL proved in [12] (for the fragment without propositional variables). Moreover, 
the results are true for both deterministic and nondeterministic primitive programs. 
2. Syntax and semantics of APDL and CPDL 
Let us sketch the syntax and semantics of PDL and its variants considered in this 
paper. 
PDL has two types of variables: program variables A, B, . . . and propositional 
variables P, Q,. . . Notions of program and formula are defined in the following way (in 
this paper we use only PDL and its variants without tests): (1) program variables are 
(primitive) programs, propositional variables are (primitive) formulas; (2) if a and b are 
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programs, p and 9 are formulas then (sub), (a; b) and (a)* are programs, “(p), (p V q) 
and [a] (p) are formulas. We shall often omit some brackets and write, in short ab 
instead of a$. We shall also use the abbreviation (u)p for”[u]b and conventional 
abbreviations p&q, p-4, true, false. 
CPDL has the same sets of programs and formulas as PDL, and APDL has 
additional programs of the form (ullb) and (a)#, where a and b are programs. 
Semantics of PDL is defined on models of the form (S, prog,form), where S is a set 
(of states), prog is a function which binds to every primitive program a binary relation 
on S, andform is a function which binds to any s in S a set of primitive formulas true in 
s (s)=p is the abbreviation for peform(s)). The functions prog andform are extended to 
all the programs and formulas in the following way: prog (uub)=prog(u)uprog(b), 
prog(u;b) is the composition of prog(u) and prog(b), prog(a*) is the reflexive and 
transitive closure of prog(u); s (= “p iff not s + p, s (= p V q iff s (= p or s I= q, s + [a] p iff 
for all t such that (s, t)Eprog(u) holds t +p. 
One of the possible meanings of a 1) b is that programs a and b are executed over 
common memory in parallel and asynchronously (interleaving semantics with primi- 
tive programs considered as indivisible). This supposes the following semantics for 
APDL: a language CS(u) of strings (computation sequences) of primitive programs is 
connected with any program a, where CS(A)= {A}, operations u, ; and * have the 
usual meanings as operations over languages, CS(u 1) b) = (CI~ /I1 cc2fi2 , . . akfik : 
(x1 a2 . . a,&S(u), PI /I2 . . fikcCS(b), tii and pi are strings in the alphabet of primitive 
programsj, CS(a# ) = (A] uCS(u)uCS(u (( u)uCS(u (/ a (( a)~. , where A denotes the 
empty string. Then prog(a) is defined as u weCS(a, prog(w), where prog(w) is defined as 
a composition of interpretations of primitive programs from w (it is easy to see that 
both semantics coincide on PDL). 
The only difference of the semantics of CPDL from the one of PDL is that 
commutativity of some primitive programs is assumed in all models of CPDL. 
Therefore, in this case the definition of semantics depends, in fact, on the choice of 
partial commutativity relation on primitive programs. II:-universality can be proved 
for validity problem for CPDL with four primitive programs and two of them 
commute with other two programs. However, for the sake of simplicity we shall 
consider a somewhat more complex commutativity relation. 
3. II:-universality of APDL and CPDL 
The fact that validity problems for both the logics APDL and CPDL are in II: can 
easily be proved by writing out the definitions of semantics in the formal way. 
The proofs of I-It-hardness are based on simulation of one-counter machines (CMs). 
Let us briefly recall the definition of CM. Any CM M has a finite set A of states 
and a counter N which can store any positive integer. In any state the machine 
M can execute one of instructions of the forms: Multj,D (multiply the content of 
N by j and go to the state D) or Div j, Di, D2 (divide the content of N by j, if possible, 
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and go to the state D,; otherwise, go to the state D2 without changing the content 
of N), j=2,3,5. 
It is proved in [13] that any partially recursive function can be computed by some 
CM using 2” to code the natural number n. This fact can be used to prove the 
following simple proposition. For the completeness we give here its proof, though it is 
quite similar to that of Proposition 5.1 in [S] which contains the analogous result for 
(nondeterministic) Turing machines. Note that we use deterministic counter machines 
(this somewhat simplifies the details of formal constructions below) and do not use 
any special normal form for C:-predicates. 
Lemma 3.1. Let INF be the set of CMs which, starting with the content of the counter 
equal to 1, have infinite computations with their start states repeated injinitely often. 
Then INF is Zi-complete. 
Proof. Let c be an effective l-l numbering of finite sequences of natural numbers with 
c( ( )) =O, and let c-l denote the inverse of c. For any function f(i) let c(f,i) denote 
c(U(O),.f(l), . . . ..f(i- 1))). 
It is well known (cf. [15, Section 16, Theorem IX]) that there exists a (primitive) 
recursive relation R(m, z) such that the set E = {m: !.j”V i (R(m, c(f,i))} is Ct-universal. 
The set E can be reduced to Inf in the following way. Let T(m) denote a counter 
machine computing the (partial recursive) function g(x) =min z . (R( m, c(c- ’ (x), z))) 
(using the above-mentioned exponential coding of inputs and outputs), and T*(m) 
denote iteration of T(m) (it means that T *(m) is obtained from T(m) by identifying its 
final state with the start state). It is clear that mEE iff, in the computation of T*(m) 
beginning with the value of counter equal to 1, the start state of T*(m) (= the start 
state of T(m)) is repeated infinitely often. 0 
C:-hardness of the satisfiability problem and, consequently, l-Ii-hardness of the 
validity problem for APDL and CPDL are implied by the following theorems. 
Theorem 3.2. For any CM M a formula +M of APDL can be constructed such that 
M EINF, $f 4M is satisfiable. 
Theorem 3.3 For any CM M with a (jinite) set A of states a formula $,+., of PDL can be 
constructed such that $M contains only primitive programs A,B,C, {D: DEA}, and 
MEINF iff$M is satisjed by a model in which the axioms [x;y]4o[y;x]4 are validfor 
all formulas 4 of PDL, where (x = A or x = C) and (y = B or YEA). 
4. Proof of Theorem 3.2 
Let M have the set A of states, and let D, denote the start state of M. In this section 
we represent the configuration (D, i) of M by the word A’D’. 
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+M is described as the conjunction of the following formulas (remember that ah is 
used as an abbreviation for a;b and uf for au*): 
(AD,A) true, 
C(Ad)*l(Ad)*)@,A) true, 
C(A,d)*I // IIW \D)l false, 
DEA 
[@,A)*] ([A][A+(Ad)#u(Ad)#d+][A]false & 
CA1 /j CaDI cd] fa1se)2 
DELI 
where aD is a program used to simulate the effect of executing the instruction 
I, corresponding to the state D of M. 
If ID is Mult E, D' then a, has the form 
D+A+(d\D’)uD+(A”)*{AY O<~<E}UD+D(DA~)#A~UD(DA~)~A~A+. 
When ID is Divs, D1, D2 the program a, is somewhat more complicated. Namely, 
in this case a, has the form 
(D")+A+((d\D1)u(D")+D"(D"A)*AuD"(D"A)# A + 
u u D"(D")*A+(d\D,) 
O<Y<E 
u u ((D")*D"(A":O<p<v} 
O<Y<& 
u(DE)+Dv(DEAE)# {A":v<~L<F+v) 
uD"(D"A")#A"A+). 
The idea of reduction in Theorem 3.2 is the following. Let 
where D1 = D, and n, = 1, be (finite or infinite) computation defined by M from the 
start configuration. Let c(~ denote the sequence 
and SM a linear model whose set of states is the set N of natural numbers, and the only 
primitive program defined in the state i of S,,,, is the ith symbol of cl,+, (satisfiability 
relation for primitive formulas can be defined arbitrarily). 
We say that S, is well behaved if SM is infinite and contains infinitely many state! 
where the primitive program D, is defined. It is clear that MEINF iff SM is we1 
behaved. Therefore, Theorem 3.2 is implied by the following lemmas. 
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Lemma 4.1. If MEINF then +M is satisfied on SM. 
Lemma 4.2. If +M is satisjied on a model S then S contains a submodel which can be 
unwound to SM and SM is well behaved. 
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Let MEINF. Verifying that the first three conjuncts of +M satisfy 
Siu is trivial. Consideration of the fourth conjunct is reduced to inspection that 
CI~ does not contain occurrences of subwords of several forms corresponding to 
different elements of this conjunct. All these cases are rather similar, and we consider 
here only one of the more complicated cases. 
Namely, assume that CY~ contains a subword of the form 
D”‘D’WA”, 
where i>O, O<V<E, WE(D&A’)#, v<~<E+v. 
If w has the form D”jA”j, j B 0, we have .zj + p = &i + v + &j because .zi + v + E j is not 
divided by E. Therefore, p = .zi + v, which contradicts that p < E + v and i > 0. 
It remains to consider the word w of the form 
DitAjlDi2Ai2 . . DikAjk , k>2. 
Two cases are possible. First, let i, be not divided by E. Then j, + ,u = ik, i.e. ik >j,, which 
is impossible since we(D”A”)#. Let ik be divided by E. Then all the numbers 
ik-lrlk-2,..,, i2 and E i + v + i, are also divided by E. Moreover, since WE(D” A’)# we 
have that i1 + iz + ... + i, is divided by E. It follows that i1 is divided by E, which 
contradicts the divisibility of Ei+ v+il by E. 0 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. Let S satisfy 4M. Without loss of generality we can assume that 
S is tree-like (otherwise it can be unwound to a tree-like model). Using the first three 
conjuncts of 4M, we easily conclude that S contains a branch, the ith edge of which is 
marked by the ith symbol of the infinite sequence c( of the form 
AD s A”D(LAiZD$ ‘, ’ 9 i,>O, j,>O, k=l,2 ,... 
and CI contains D, infinitely often. 
To prove Lemma 4.2 it remains to establish the necessary relations between 
numbers ik,jm, i.e. (1) ik=jk, (2) if ID, is Mult E,D then ik+l =&jk and Dk+l =D, and 
(3) a similar assertion for DivE, D1,D,. 
Let us consider assertion (2). The fourth conjunct of 4M asserts, in particular, that 
E cannot contain any subword of the forms 0: AID’, where D’ #D, DiAEmApD”, 
D:DhA”jD” or DiA”‘AjD”, where i>O, j>O, m>O and O<~<E. It follows easily that 
ikfl =ejk and Dk+l =D. 
Assertions (1) and (3) are proved in a similar way (the first of them is simpler, the 
other is somewhat more complicated). Cl 
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Remark 4.3. In fact, Theorem 3.2 holds for a rather restricted fragment of APDL 
which has only two program variables and does not contain propositional variables 
and operations I/, *. Partially this assertion follows directly from the construction of 
$M, and the proof of other parts needs some simple reasoning. 
Remark 4.4. The construction of #M in the preliminary version of the paper used 
additional symbols B and C as in the construction of $M below. It is less elegant, but 
somewhat simplifies the proofs and makes the consideration of APDL and CPDL 
more uniform. Note that some technical corrections are needed in the old version of 
aD when the division instruction is simulated for the case when exact division is 
impossible. 
5. Proof of Theorem 3.3 
The idea of construction of the formula $M is similar to that of @M. But com- 
mutativity of symbols introduces some additional complexities and It/M is somewhat 
more complicated than 4M. In particular, we introduce additional symbols A and B, 
and the configuration (D,i) of M is represented in this section by the word A’B’C’D’. 
The computation sequence Comp, of the form 
where D, = D, and n, = 1, is represented by the sequence PM of the form 
A”,B”‘C”‘D;‘A”2B”ZC”*D~An3*n3Cn3Dn3) .,. 
The formula $M is described as the conjunction of the following formulas: 
(ABCD,A+B+C+A)true, (1) 
[(A+B+C+A+)*](C*D*)((A+B+C+A+)*)(A+B+C+D,)true, (2) 
C(A,B,C,A)*l/\ CW\D)lfalse, 
DEA 
[(A+B+C+A+)*] ([A+(AB)+u(AB)+B+][CA]false & 
[A+][B+(BC)+u(BC)+C+][AA]false & 
[A+B+][C+(CA)+u(CA)‘df][AB]false & 
(3) 
[A’B+C+] /j [ab]false), 
DEA 
(4) 
where a;, is a program simulating the effect of executing the instruction ID of M in 
a way similar to that in the preceding section. The main difference of a’, from aD is that 
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all occurrences of the symbol # are replaced by * in ab; there are also some minor 
differences connected with using new symbols B and C. Here we describe & only for the 
case when ID is DivE, D,, Dz (the case Mult E, D’ is similar). In this case, & has the form 
(DE)+A+B+C+(A\DI)u((DE)+ (D&A)+ u(D”A)+A+)BC 
u~<~<~((D”)*D’{A’: 0 </L<v)u(D”)+D”(D”A”)*(A”: v<,u<~+vJ 
uD’(D”A”)*A”A+)BC 
Let the computation Camp, be infinite, and let T, denote the model defined in the 
following way. Its set of states is N x N, the direct product of two copies of the set of 
natural numbers. The initial state is (0,O). The meaning of primitive formulas is not 
essential. The primitive programs are interpreted in TM as follows. In any state (i,j) 
exactly two primitive programs are defined and lead to the states (i+ l,j) and (i,j+ l), 
respectively. Namely, let N, denote n, + ~1~ + ... + nk, where numbers nk are from the 
definition of Camp, above. Then 
A is defined in (i,j) and leads to (i + 1,j) iff i = 0 or 3k > 0 (2Nk Q i < 2Nk + nk + 1), 
C is defined in (i,j) and leads to (i+ l,j) iff i=l or 3k>O (2Nk+nk+1 ~i<2N~+~), 
B is defined in (i,j) and leads to (i,j+ 1) iffj=O or Elk>0 (2Nkdj<2Nk+nk+l), 
D is defined in (i,j) and leads to (i,j+l) iff (j=l) & (D=D,) or 3k>O 
(2N, + nk + 1 <j < 2N, + 1 and D is the state of M after execution of k instructions). 
It is clear that axioms [xy]@-[yx]& (x= A or x=C) and (y= B or YEA) are valid 
on T,. Therefore, Theorem 3.3 is implied by Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2. 
Lemma 5.1. lf M is in INF then $M is satisfied by TM 
Proof. Let MEINF. Then flM is infinite, which implies the existence of TM. 
That conjuncts (1) and (3) are true in the state (0,O) is verified easily. Proofs for 
conjuncts (2) and (4) use the following claim. 0 
Claim. If the program w is defined in the state (0,O) of TM and w is in (A+B+CfAf)k 
or in (AfB+C’Af)kA+ or in (A’BfC+A+)kA+B+ or in (A+B+C+A+)kA+B’C+ 
then w has the form w’CiDh, w’C”“DjkA”, w’C”“D;k A”B” or w’CnkDp A”“’ ’ B”C”, 
respectively, where 0 < i < nk, 0 <j < nk, 0 <m < nk + 1, 0 < n 6 nk + 1 and w’ has the form 
ABCD,A”ZB”‘C”‘D”,‘A”‘B”3C”‘D;’ . . . A”“B”“. 
Proof of claim. This claim is proved by simple induction on a number of A-, B-, C- 
and A-components of w. Consider only the case when w has the form vB’, 
DE(A+B+C+A+)~A+. Then by induction hypothesis w = w’Cnk D{ A” B’, where 
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O<jdn,, O<m<nk+,. Let the program w’C”“Dj,A” lead to the state (p,q). Then 
2Nk_I+nk<q=2Nk_1+nk+jd2N,_,+2nk=2N,,and,bydefinitionofT,,q=2N, 
since B is defined in (p, q). Hence, j = nk and 1 d nk+ 1, since B’ iS defined in (p, 2Nk). 
It follows from this claim that for any WF(A~B~C~A+)“ such that w is defined in 
(0,O) there exist i and j such that the program wC’Dh leads from (0,O) to the state 
(2Nk,2Nk). Since MEINF PM contains an initial subword w’w”, where w’ is some 
permutation of wC’Di and MI” is of the form 
A”’ + IB”“+ I cm + L D;“++: A”mBn~C”mD;m. 
Then the program ww” is used to prove that conjunct (2) is true in the state (0,O). 
Let us prove that conjunct (4) is true in the state (0,O). Assume the converse. 
It means that, e.g., a program of the form ww’C’D, where i>O, WE(A’B+C+A+)~, 
w’EA’(AB)+u(AB)+B+ and DEA, is defined in the state (0,O). Using the commutativ- 
ity axioms we obtain that there exist m and n, m #n, such that the program wA”B”C’D 
is defined in (0,O). However, it contradicts the claim above which asserts that 
m=n=nk+,. 
Other cases of conjunct (4) failure are similar. 0 
For any model S, we define a path p in S as a pair (st( p), pr(p)), where st (p) is 
a (finite or infinite) sequence si, s2, . . of states of S, and pr(p) is a sequence AI, A,, . . 
of primitive programs such that Ai is defined on Si and leads from Si to si+i. 
Lemma 5.2. Let GM be satisjied by a model (&so), where axioms [xy]+[yx]~, 
(x = A or x= C) and (y = B or ye A) are valid. Then S contains an (in$nite) path p 
such that pr(p) contains the program D, infinitely often and pr(p)=/IM. 
Proof. It follows from the two first conjuncts of $,+, that S contains a path q such that 
pr(q) belongs to the set 
ABCD,(A+B+C+A+C*d*)” 
of infinite sequences of primitive programs and contains D, infinitely often. Using 
commutativity axioms and the third conjunct of \c/M, we obtain that S contains a path 
p such that pr(p) belongs to ABCD,(AfB+C+A+)W, contains D, infinitely often, and 
any d-component of pr(p) contains only one of DEA. 
Let pr( p) have the form (AilBjlCkl DT1 Ai Bj’ Ck2D’;Z A” . To prove that pr(p) = PM 
it remains to establish equations il =j,= k, =ml and the corresponding relations 
between ml and il + 1. 
It follows from the fourth conjunct of r+kM that S cannot contain any path r with 
pr(r) having the form ww’w”, where w~(A+B+c+d+)*, w’@A+(AB)*u(AB)*A+), 
w”~C+d+. Using the commutativity axioms we obtain that S cannot contain any 
path r with pr(r) of the form wA’Bjw”, i #j. But it means that the equations il =j, hold 
for any 1. The equations j, = kl = ml are proved in the same way. Proving the necessary 
relations between ml and il+I needs some simple arithmetics, as in the proof of 
Lemma 4.2. 
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It finishes the proof of Lemma 5.2 and, consequently, the proof of Theorem 3.3. 0 
Note added in proof 
A version of Theorem 3.3 using only two commuting program variables is proved 
by some authors (see, e.g. [D. Hare], Recurring dominoes: making the highly undecid- 
able highly understandable, in: Lecture Notes in Computer Science, Vol. 158 (Spring- 
er, Berlin, 1983) 177-1941). I am indebted to Prof. Pnueli who attracted my attention 
to this. In this case propositional variables are used essentially, and decidability of 
PDL (and even of propositional dynamic logic of context-free programs) with mu- 
tually commuting program variables and without propositional variables can be 
proved by reducing to the Presburger arithmetic. 
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